Tank Killers A History Of America S World War
Ii
Yeah, reviewing a book tank killers a history of america s world war ii could
mount up your close contacts listings. This is just one of the solutions for
you to be successful. As understood, attainment does not recommend that you
have wonderful points.
Comprehending as skillfully as conformity even more than extra will find the
money for each success. next-door to, the proclamation as with ease as
sharpness of this tank killers a history of america s world war ii can be taken
as well as picked to act.
Steeds of Steel Harry Yeide 2008
The Panzer Killers Daniel P. Bolger 2021-05-25 A general-turned-historian
reveals the remarkable battlefield heroics of Major General Maurice Rose, the
World War II tank commander whose 3rd Armored Division struck fear into the
hearts of Hitler's panzer crews. “The Panzer Killers is a great book, vividly
written and shrewdly observed.”—The Wall Street Journal Two months after D-Day,
the Allies found themselves in a stalemate in Normandy, having suffered
enormous casualties attempting to push through hedgerow country. Troops were
spent, and American tankers, lacking the tactics and leadership to deal with
the terrain, were losing their spirit. General George Patton and the other top
U.S. commanders needed an officer who knew how to break the impasse and roll
over the Germans—they needed one man with the grit and the vision to take the
war all the way to the Rhine. Patton and his peers selected Maurice Rose. The
son of a rabbi, Rose never discussed his Jewish heritage. But his ferocity on
the battlefield reflected an inner flame. He led his 3rd Armored Division not
from a command post but from the first vehicle in formation, charging headfirst
into a fight. He devised innovative tactics, made the most of American weapons,
and personally chose the cadre of young officers who drove his division
forward. From Normandy to the West Wall, from the Battle of the Bulge to the
final charge across Germany, Maurice Rose's deadly division of tanks blasted
through enemy lines and pursued the enemy with a remarkable intensity. In The
Panzer Killers, Daniel P. Bolger, a retired lieutenant general and Iraq War
veteran, offers up a lively, dramatic tale of Rose's heroism. Along the way,
Bolger infuses the narrative with fascinating insights that could only come
from an author who has commanded tank forces in combat. The result is a unique
and masterful story of battlefield leadership, destined to become a classic.
Hetzer - Jagdpanzer 38 Tank Destroyer Dennis Oliver 2021-08-30 By 1944 the
German army was on the defensive on all fronts and Allied bombing was putting
increasing pressure on the nation's industrial output. Since the earliest days
of the war the Germans had experimented with mounting anti-tank weapons on
obsolete chassis and one of the most successful of these would prove to be the
Jagdpanzer 38, more often referred to today as the Hetzer. Small and unimposing
the Hetzer's appearance belied its effectiveness. Armed with the powerful 7.5cm
L/48 gun, the same weapon fitted to the Jadgpanzer IV, the Hetzer featured
armour sloped armour plates of up to 60mm thickness and was capable of a top
speed of 42 kilometres per hour. Almost 3,000 examples were assembled and its
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low cost and ease of production meant that it was Germany's most important tank
killer of the late war period. In his latest book in the TankCraft series
Dennis Oliver uses archive photos and extensively researched color
illustrations to examine the Hetzer tank destroyers and the units of the German
Army and Waffen-SS that operated them during the last months of the Second
World war. A key section of his book displays available model kits and
aftermarket products, complemented by a gallery of beautifully constructed and
painted models in various scales. Technical details as well as modifications
introduced during production and in the field are also examined providing
everything the modeller needs to recreate an accurate representation of these
historic tanks.
The Tank Killers Harry Yeide 2005-01-19 “A fantastic read . . . Whether your
interest is armour or history I would highly recommend this book” (Military
Modelling). The tank destroyer was a bold—though some would say flawed—answer
to the challenge posed by the seemingly unstoppable German Blitzkrieg. The TD
was conceived to be light and fast enough to outmaneuver panzer forces and go
where tanks could not. At the same time, the TD would wield the firepower
needed to kill any German tank on the battlefield. Indeed, American doctrine
stipulated that TDs would fight tanks, while American tanks would concentrate
on achieving and exploiting breakthroughs of enemy lines. The Tank Killers
follows the men who fought in the TDs, from the formation of the force in 1941
through the victory over the Third Reich in 1945. It is a story of American
flexibility and pragmatism in military affairs. Tank destroyers were among the
very first units to land in North Africa in 1942. Their first vehicles were ad
hoc affairs: halftracks and weapons carriers with guns no better than those on
tanks, thin armor affording the crews considerably less protection. Almost
immediately, the crews began adapting to circumstances, along with their
partners in the infantry and armored divisions. By the time North Africa was in
Allied hands, the TD had become a valued tank fighter, assault gun, and
artillery piece. The reconnaissance teams in TD battalions, meanwhile, had
established a record for daring operations that would continue for the rest of
the war. The story continues with the invasion of Italy and, finally, that of
Fortress Europe on June 6, 1944. By now, the brass had decreed that half the
force would convert to towed guns, a decision that dogged the affected crews
through the end of the war. The TD men encountered increasingly lethal enemies,
ever more dangerous panzers that were often vulnerable only to their guns,
while American tank crews watched in frustration as their rounds bounced
harmlessly off the thick German armor. They fought under incredibly diverse
conditions that demanded constant modification of tactics, and their equipment
became ever more deadly. By VE-Day, the tank destroyer battalions had achieved
impressive records, generally with kill-loss rates heavily in their favor. Yet
the army after the war concluded that the concept of a separate TD arm was so
fundamentally flawed that not a single battalion existed after November 1946.
The Tank Killers draws heavily on the records of the tank destroyer battalions
and the units with which they fought, as well as personal stories from veterans
of the force.
American Tanks & AFVs of World War II Michael Green 2014-07-20 The entry of the
US into World War II provided the Allies with the industrial might to finally
take the war to German and Japanese forces across the world. Central to this
was the focus of the American military industrial complex on the manufacture of
tanks and armoured fighting vehicles. Between 1939 and 1945, 88,140 tanks and
18,620 other armored vehicles were built – almost twice the number that Germany
and Great Britain combined were able to supply. In this lavishly illustrated
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volume, armour expert Michael Green examines the dizzying array of machinery
fielded by the US Army, from the famed M4 Sherman, M3 Stuart and M3 Lee through
to the half-tracks, armored cars, self-propelled artillery, tank destroyers,
armored recovery vehicles and tracked landing vehicles that provided the
armoured fist that the Allies needed to break Axis resistance in Europe and the
Pacific. Publishing in paperback for the first time and packed with historical
and contemporary colour photography, this encyclopedic new study details the
design, development, and construction of these vehicles, their deployment in
battle and the impact that they had on the outcome of the war.
US Tank and Tank Destroyer Battalions in the ETO 1944–45 Steven J. Zaloga
2013-01-20 Overshadowed by the United States Army's armored divisions, the
separate tank and tank destroyer battalions had the difficult mission of
providing armored support for US infantry divisions in the 1944–45 campaigns.
This book details the organizational structures and deployment of these units:
the standard tank battalions, tank battalions (light), tank battalions (mine
exploder) and tank battalions (special), self-propelled and towed tank
destroyer battalions. It also covers the tactics used by these units in their
attempts to assist the infantry, as well as providing a listing of all the
battalions that took part in the Northwest Europe campaign.
Sherman Michel Esteve 2020-07-30 “A superbly organized, well-written, detailed
history of the Sherman tank” with hundreds of photos and diagrams included
(Armor Magazine). The Medium Tank, M4, better known to the British as the
Sherman, was the most widely used medium tank by the United States and western
Allies in World War II. Reliable, relatively cheap to produce, and easy to
maintain, thousands were distributed to the British Commonwealth and the Soviet
Union by the Lend-Lease program. It first saw combat in North Africa, where it
outclassed lighter German and Italian tanks. By 1944 the M4 was outgunned by
the German heavy tanks, but it still contributed to the fight when deployed in
numbers and supported by artillery and fighter-bombers. A detailed insight into
the development and deployment of the M4, this book covers the design and
construction of the chassis, turret, engine, armaments, and munitions, and
differences between the variants of the M4. It covers the difficulties facing
the crews who fought in this legendary tank, exploring the training they
received and the different combat methods perfected by the Allies, including
landing from a landing craft, maneuvering in the bocage of Normandy, and
fighting in the snow. Fully illustrated with hundreds of contemporary and
modern photographs and detailed diagrams, this complete account provides all
the technical details of the construction of the M4, its maintenance and
repair, and the logistics required to support it in combat. Whether you are a
collector, a modeler, or simply passionate about military history, this book
will provide you with an unparalleled insight into the M4. “Period photos,
preservation shots, interior details, variant schematics, archival excerpts,
armament and ammunition drawings, and more . . . Make it your introduction to
this legendary tank family.” —Cybermodeler
Proud Warriors Alexander M. Bielakowski 2021-11-15 During World War II, tens of
thousands of African Americans served in segregated combat units in U.S. armed
forces. The majority of these units were found in the U.S. Army, and African
Americans served in every one of the combat arms. They found opportunities for
leadership unparalleled in the rest of American society at the time. Several
reached the field grade officer ranks, and one officer reached the rank of
brigadier general. Beyond the Army, the Marine Corps refused to enlist African
Americans until ordered to do so by the president in June 1942, and two African
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American combat units were formed and did see service during the war. While the
U.S. Navy initially resisted extending the role of African American sailors
beyond kitchens, eventually the crew of two ships was composed exclusively of
African Americans. The Coast Guard became the first service to
integrate—initially with two shipboard experiments and then with the
integration of most of their fleet. Finally, the famous Tuskegee airmen are
covered in the chapter on air warfare. Proud Warriors makes the case that the
wartime experiences of combat units such as the Tank Battalions and the
Tuskegee Airmen ultimately convinced President Truman to desegregate the
military, without which the progress of the Civil Rights Movement might also
have been delayed.
M50 Ontos and M56 Scorpion 1956–70 Kenneth W Estes 2016-11-17 Designed in the
1950s, the US Marines' M50 Ontos and the US Army's M56 Scorpion were both
intended to be fast, light, air-droppable tank-killers for the Cold War
battlefield – an answer to the cumbersome and ineffective World War II-vintage
tanks that had taken to the battlefield during the Korean War. Although they
shared the aim of bringing light, mobile and lethal antitank firepower to the
infantry the two vehicles varied wildly in design to cater for their unique
mission demands. They first saw service in the Lebanon intervention of 1958 but
it was in the Vietnam War that they made their name, with the M50 Ontos seeing
intense combat action in the Battle of Hue in 1968. Detailed illustrations and
expert analysis provide the reader with a comprehensive history of these deadly
antitank vehicles, from early development through to their combat history and
the eventual disbandment of the Marine Corps' last antitank battalion with
M50A1s in 1971.
American Knights Victor "Tory†? Failmezger 2015-09-20 As the war began to swing
in favour of the Allies, it became clear that no final defeat of the Third
Reich would be possible until the armoured monsters of the Panzerwaffe were
defeated. But who would, or even could, take on the mighty Tigers and Panthers,
just a handful of which could stop entire formations in their tracks? The
answer lay with the formation of a new type of unit, the Tank Destroyer
Battalion. This is the story of the men and machines that made up the very
first Tank Destroyer Battalion, the 601st, from their unique training and
formation, to the final, desperate battles in the heart of Nazi Germany. Packed
with rare material, letters, diaries and previously unpublished photographs,
and now available in paperback, this is an intense and intimate chronicle of
the men who fought the Panzers in an astonishing 10 campaigns and 546 days of
lethal combat.
Hitler's Tank Killer Hans Seidler 2010 Sturmgeschutz III was originally
designed as an assault weapon, but as war progressed it was increasingly used
in a defensive role and evolved into an assault gun and tank destroyer. By 1943
its main role was providing anti-tank support to the units in its area of
operation. This consequently led to many StuGs being destroyed in battle.
Nonetheless they were very successful as tank killers and destroyed, among
others, many bunkers, pillboxes and other defences. The StuG was not considered
to be a true tank because it lacked a turret. The gun was mounded directly in
the hull, in a casemate-style fashion, with a low profile to reduce vehicle
heights, and had a limited lateral traverse of a few degrees in either
direction. Thus, the entire vehicle had to be turned in order to acquire
targets. Omitting the turret made production much simpler and less costly,
enabling greater numbers to be built. Its significantly shorter vertical
profile as compared to contemporary tanks made the StuG more difficult to hit.
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Most assault guns were mounted on the chassis of a Panzer III or Panzer IV,
with the resultant model being called either a StuG III or StuG IV
respectively. The StuG was one of the most effective tracked vehicles of World
War II, and over 10,000 of them were eventually produced. During the course of
the war StuG III assault guns were issued to Sturmartillerie Batteries,
Sturmgeschutz Abteilungen, Sturmgeschutz Brigades, Sturmartillerie Batteries,
Ersatz (Reserve), Abteilungen and Funklenk (Remote Control) Companies. StuG III
assault guns served on all fronts of WWII until the end of the war."
Patton's Payback Stephen L. Moore 2022-05-17 A stirring World War II combat
story of how the legendary George Patton reinvigorated a defeated and
demoralized army corps, and how his men claimed victory over Germany’s mostfeared general, Erwin Rommel In March 1943, in their first fight with the
Germans, American soldiers in North Africa were pushed back fifty miles by
Rommel’s Afrika Korps and nearly annihilated. Only the German decision not to
pursue them allowed the Americans to maintain a foothold in the area. General
Eisenhower, the supreme commander, knew he needed a new leader on the ground,
one who could raise the severely damaged morale of his troops. He handed the
job to a new man: Lieutenant General George Patton. Charismatic, irreverent,
impulsive, and inspiring, Patton possessed a massive ego and the ambition to
match. But he could motivate men to fight. He had just ten days to whip his
dispirited troops into shape, then throw them into battle against the
Wehrmacht’s terrifying Panzers, the speedy and powerful German tanks that U.S.
forces had never defeated. Patton, who believed he had fought as a Roman
legionnaire in a previous life, relished the challenge to turn the tide of
America’s fledgling war against Hitler—and the chance to earn a fourth star.
The Western European and Mediterranean Theaters in World War II Donal Sexton
2011-10-06 The Western European and Mediterranean Theaters in World War II is a
concise, comprehensive guide for students, teachers, and history buffs of the
Second World War. With an emphasis on the American forces in these theaters,
each entry is accompanied by a brief annotation that will allow researchers to
navigate through the vast amount of literature on the campaigns fought in these
regions with ease. Focusing on all aspects surrounding the U.S. involvement in
the Western European and Mediterranean theaters, including politics, religion,
biography, strategy, intelligence, and operations, this bibliography will be a
welcome addition to the collection of any academic or research library.
Routledge Research Guides to American Military Studies provide concise,
annotated bibliographies to the major areas and events in American military
history. With the inclusion of brief critical annotations after each entry, the
student and researcher can easily assess the utility of each bibliographic
source and evaluate the abundance of resources available with ease and
efficiency. Comprehensive, concise, and current—Routledge Research Guides to
American Military Studies are an essential research tool for any historian.
The Dealmakers of Downstate Illinois Robert E Hartley 2016-04-18 TheDealmakers
of Downstate Illinois details the lives and contributions of three influential
southern Illinois politicians of the 1970s, describing how these dealmakers
brought jobs and facilities to their region and maintained downstate political
strength in the face of growing Chicago influence. "
Weapons of the Tankers Harry Yeide The United States went from almost no
armored force to a world-class operation in fewer years than a man could count
on the fingers of one hand. This is the story of the armored battalions'
equipment, which was designed with incredible ingenuity and produced with
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unparalleled speed. It is also the story of the valorous Americans who rode the
tanks into combat onthe battlefields of World War II.
Ethnic and Racial Minorities in the U.S. Military: An Encyclopedia [2 volumes]
Alexander M. Bielakowski Ph.D. 2013-01-11 This encyclopedia details the
participation of individual ethnic and racial minority groups throughout U.S.
military history. • More than 300 entries on ethnic and racial minorities in
the U.S. military • Perspectives from more than 50 different contributors •
Cross-references and books for further reading appended to each entry •
Numerous photographs and illustrations bring the experience of ethnic and
racial minorities in wartime to life
Steel Victory Harry Yeide 2003 Advancing at the speed of the infantry, the U.S.
Army independent tank battalions ground slowly across the continent during
World War II, from the bloody beaches of Normandy; through forests, villages,
and cities in France, Belgium, and Germany; and into Czechoslovakia at the
war’s end. Greater in number than the battalions in the vaunted armor
divisions, the infantry tanks were doled out to a platoon here and a company
there to undertake the war’s dirtiest mission–prying enemy troops from every
position across the breadth of the great Allied offensive line of 1944-45. The
bold American tank infantry teams of WWII’s European theater have become the
stuff of legend. But the true details of their amazing missions have never been
revealed in one comprehensive work of popular history . . . until now. Using
the words of the tank soldiers themselves, and the radio logs of their realtime communications, Harry Yeide vividly brings back all the men and machines
of this crucial method of combat–one that, in the end, may have won the war.
Here are startling revelations of the treacherous fighting, and the challenges
and dangers of battling a better-equipped enemy in outmoded, slow-moving “death
traps.” Inside you will discover: • Tank commanders were often trained only for
invasion–and were given no tactical training for what to do after penetrating
the maze of hedgerows • Tankers learned to fear their own air force in friendly
fire from the “American Luftwaffe” • Due to inadequate periscopes, commanders
often entered battles with their heads stuck out of the turrets, becoming
“priority targets” for German snipers • Many tanks sank 1,000 to 5,000 feet
away from the Normandy shore on D day. Steel Victory recounts how tank
planning, expertise, and accuracy grew as the war roared on–and reveals the
inside story of how tank battalions turned the tide in the Battle of the Bulge
and other major encounters of the European war. Here is an honest,
painstakingly researched history of these man-driven vehicles that, in the
words of one soldier, “saved the day, shot the hell out of the Germans, and had
the hell shot out of them.”
Eisenhower's Thorn on the Rhine Nathan Prefer 2015-10-19 By the fall of 1944
the Western Allies appeared to be having it all their own way. The summer s
Normandy invasion had finally succeeded and the Germans had been driven out of
northern France and most of the Low Countries. In September the invasion of
France s southern coast had met less opposition and Allied divisions had begun
lining up along the Rhine. But while the Americans were about to meet a nasty
surprise in the Ardennes, the Germans never did let go of the province of
Alsace, and in a hard pocket around the city of Colmar continued to resist. On
New Year s Eve they launched a counteroffensive, Operation Northwind, that
nearly put Allied forces back on their heels. While the Allies were eventually
able to take care of their Ardennes problem the Colmar one still remained. On
January 12, 1945, Eisenhower could only tell George Marshall, It is a very bad
thorn in our side today." This is the story of the Sixth Army Group (7th US &
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1st French Armies) which fought on the southern flank of the SHAEF front. The
French had multiple problems during this campaign so that increasing number of
US divisions needed to take part. In the process the 3rd and 28th Infantry
Divisions, and 10th and 14th Armored, among others were able to cover
themselves with heroism, though hardly less than the threadbare German 19th
Army, which bravely resisted against enormous odds until finally the west bank
of the Rhine was cleared. Amidst a horrific winter and rough terrain,
interspersed by demolished towns, both sides traded blows in a ferocious
campaign often neglected in histories of the war. This book informs us fully of
the tremendous and costly struggle waged on that often-neglected sector of the
front.
Can Openers Nicholas Moran 2017-12-19
M10 and M36 Tank Destroyers 1942–53 Steven J. Zaloga 2012-08-20 The US Army had
a unique tactical doctrine during World War II, placing the emphasis for tank
fighting on its Tank Destroyer Command whose main early-war vehicle was the M10
3-inch Gun Motor Carriage, based on the reliable M4A2 Sherman tank chassis.
This durable and versatile vehicle saw combat service from the North Africa
campaign in 1943. By 1944, its gun was not powerful enough and it was rearmed
with the new 90 mm gun, becoming the M36 90mm Gun Motor Carriage. This book
details one of the only US armoured vehicles capable of dealing with the
Panther and Tiger during the Battle of the Bulge.
Patton at the Battle of the Bulge Leo Barron 2015-11-03 Hitler's forces had
pressed in on the small Belgian town in a desperate offensive designed to push
back the Allies, starting the Battle of the Bulge. So far, the US soldiers had
managed to repel waves of attackers and even a panzer onslaught, but as their
ammunition dwindled, the weary paratroopers of the 101st Airborne could only
hope for a miracle--a miracle in the form of General George S. Patton and his
Third Army. More than a hundred miles away, Patton, ordered to race his men to
Bastogne, was already putting in motion the most crucial charge of his career.
Tapped to spearhead his counterstrike against the Wehrmacht was the Fourth
Armored Division, a bloodied but experienced unit that had fought and slogged
its way across France. But blazing a trail into Belgium meant going up against
some of the best infantry and tank units in the German Army. Failure to reach
Bastogne in time could result in the overrunning of the 101st--a catastrophic
defeat that could turn the tide of the war and secure victory for the Nazis.
M10 Tank Destroyer vs StuG III Assault Gun Steven J. Zaloga 2013-08-20 The
Allies' M10 Tank Destroyer and the Germans' Sturmgeschütz (StuG) lll were the
unsung workhorses of the northwest European battlefields of 1944–45. While
their mission was not principally fighting one another, their widespread use
ensured their frequent encounters, from the Normandy Bocage, to the rubblestrewn streets of Aachen. The StuG lll was the quintessential assault gun, a
low-slung, heavily armoured, turret-less vehicle intended to provide direct
fire support for infantry formations, whilst the M10 3in Gun Motor Carriage was
originally developed as a tank destroyer. However, by 1944 the 3in gun proved
ineffectual against the most thickly armored German tanks, and was consequently
relegated to infantry support too. Widely deployed in roles their designers had
not envisaged, these two armoured fighting vehicles clashed repeatedly during
the 11-month campaign, which saw the Allies advance from Normandy to the heart
of the Reich. Fully illustrated with specially commissioned artwork, this is
the story of their confrontation at the height of World War ll.
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Seek, Strike, and Destroy Christopher Richard Gabel 1986 In the seventy years
that have passed since the tank first appeared, antitank combat has presented
one of the greatest challenges in land warfare. Dramatic improvements in tank
technology and doctrine over the years have precipitated equally innovative
developments in the antitank field. One cycle in this ongoing arms race
occurred during the early years of World War II when the U.S. Army sought
desperately to find an antidote to the vaunted German blitzkrieg. This
Leavenworth Paper analyzes the origins of the tank destroyer concept, evaluates
the doctrine and equipment with which tank destroyer units fought, and assesses
the effectiveness of the tank destroyer in battle.
On Display Vol.5: German Tank Killers Volker Bembennek 2019-11-18
Weapons of the Tankers Harry Yeide 2006 A survey of the different types of
tanks used by armored battalions in the United States Army during World War II.
Knights of the Skull #2: Tank Killers Wayne Vansant 2019-09-24 Three tales that
deal with the young German soldiers in the Waffen SS as the Panzer tank
divisions were vital to Germany's hope for success during World War II. The
first story deals with a man short in stature but tall in bravery against a
Soviet tank attack. The second story deals with the unique strategy the Soviets
developed to attack German tanks - mine dogs. The third tale shifts to the
Western Front and a grizzled veteran recounts the last days of the war when
kids were pressed into action against the invading Allies. All these stories
are written and illustrated by one of foremost creators working in historical
comics, Wayne Vansant. Part 2 of 3 in the Knights of the Skull series. A
Caliber Comics release.
Tank Warfare Jeremy Black 2020-10-27 “An “insightful and informative” overview
of the role of tanks in combat from the First World War to the present day
(Dennis Showalter, author of Armor and Blood). The story of the battlefield in
the twentieth century was dominated by a handful of developments. Foremost of
these was the introduction and refinement of tanks. In Tank Warfare, Jeremy
Black, a recipient of the Samuel Eliot Morison Prize from the Society for
Military History, offers a comprehensive global account of the history of tanks
and armored warfare in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. First
introduced onto the battlefield during World War I, tanks represented the
reconciliation of firepower and mobility and immediately seized the imagination
of commanders and commentators concerned about the constraints of ordinary
infantry. The developments of technology and tactics in the interwar years were
realized in the German blitzkrieg in World War II and beyond. Yet the account
of armor on the battlefield is a tale of limitations and defeats as well as of
potential and achievements. Tank Warfare examines the traditional narrative of
armored warfare while at the same time challenging it, and Black suggests that
tanks were no “silver bullet” on the battlefield. Instead, their success was
based on their inclusion in the general mix of weaponry available to commanders
and the context in which they were used. “An excellent overview of the
subject.” —Alaric Searle, author of Armoured Warfare: A Military, Political and
Global History
Tank Warfare Kenneth Macksey 2013-11-20 After its introduction during the First
World War, the tank revolutionised warfare, and proved to be a terrifying and
efficient machine of war. Kenneth Macksey provides a study of the policy-makers
and tank strategists, the technical and tactical development, as well as
presenting the story of the tank on the battlefield the split-second decisions,
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the battle-weary crews and the endless mud in this fascinating and detailed
account of tank warfare.
Patton's First Victory Leo Barron 2017-10-20 American troops invaded North
Africa in November 1942, but did not face serious resistance until the
following February, when they finally tangled with Rommel’s Afrika Korps—and
the Germans gave the inexperienced Americans a nasty drubbing at Kasserine
Pass. After this disaster, Gen. George Patton took command and reinvigorated
U.S. troops with tough training and new tactics. In late March, at El Guettar
in Tunisia, Patton’s men defeated the Germans. It was a morale-boosting
victory—the first American success versus the Germans and the first of Patton’s
storied World War II career—and proved to the enemy, the British, and the
Americans themselves that the U.S. Army could fight and win.
Mobility, Shock, and Firepower Robert S. Cameron 2008 Captures the multifaceted
development of the Armored Force from its inauspicious beginnings in World War
1 to its fully mature, operational status at the close of World War 2. Provides
an excellent case study in force transformation. Gives attention to training
maneuvers conducted in the interwar period. Source material includes reports,
memorandums, and correspondence of the majors, lieutenant colonels, and
colonels associated with armored development since World War I.
Mobility, shock, and firepower: The Emergence of the U.S. Army's Armor Branch,
1917-1945 Robert S. Cameron 2008 From the Preface: The following pages provide
a narrative analysis of the U.S. Army's development of armored organizations
and their related doctrine, materiel, and training activities in the period
1917-1945. This period marked the emergence of clear principles of armored
warfare that became the underpinning of the Armor Branch, influencing armored
developments long after World War II ended. A unique style of mounted maneuver
combat emerged that reflected a mix of tradition an innovation. In the process,
American military culture changed, particularly through the adoption of
combined-arms principles. Conversely, political actions, budgetary
considerations, and senior leadership decisions also shaped the course of armor
development. The emergence of an American armored force involved more than
simply tank development. It included the creation of an armored division
structure steeped in combined-arms principles, organizational flexibility, and
revolutionary command and control processes. Parallel developments included the
establishment of specialized units to provide antitank, reconnaissance, and
infantry support capabilities. Several Army branches played a role in
determining the precise path of armored development, and one of them-the
Cavalry-became a casualty as a result.
Tank Killers Thomas W. Breyette 2000
Arsenal of World War II Paul A. C. Koistinen 2004 Prolific munitions production
keyed America's triumph in World War II but so did the complex economic
controls needed to sustain that production. Artillery, tanks, planes, ships,
trucks, and weaponry of every kind were constantly demanded by the military and
readily supplied by American business. While that relationship was remarkably
successful in helping the U.S. win the war, it also raised troubling issues
about wartime economies that have never been fully resolved. Paul Koistinen's
fourth installment of a monumental five-volume series on the political economy
of American warfare focuses on the mobilization of national resources for a
truly global war. Koistinen comprehensively analyzes all relevant aspects of
the World War II economy from 1940 through 1945, describing the nation's
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struggle to establish effective control over industrial supply and military
demand—and revealing the growing partnership between the corporate community
and the armed services. Koistinen traces the evolution of federal agencies
mobilizing for war—including the National Defense Advisory Commission, the
Office of Production Management, and the Supply Priorities and Allocation
Board-and then focuses on the work of the War Production Board from 1942-1945.
As the war progressed, the WPB and related agencies oversaw the military's
supply and procurement systems; stabilized the economy while financing the war;
closely monitored labor relations; and controlled the shipping and rationing of
fuel and food. In chronicling American mobilization, Koistinen reveals how
representatives of industry and the armed services expanded upon their growing
prewar ties to shape policies for harnessing the economy, and how federal
agencies were subsequently riven with dissension as New Deal reformers and
anti-New Deal corporate elements battled for control over mobilization itself.
As the armed services emerged as the principal customers of a command economy,
the military-industrial nexus consolidated its power and ultimately succeeded
in bending the reformers to its will. The product of exhaustive archival
research, Arsenal of World War II shows that mobilization meant more than
simply harnessing the economy for war-it also involved struggles for power and
position among a great many interest groups and ideologies. Nearly two decades
in the making, it provides an ambitious and enormously insightful overview of
the emergence of the military-industrial economy, one that still resonates
today as America continues to wage wars around the globe.
A Combat Engineer with Patton's Army Lois Lembo 2020-06-09 George Patton is
renowned for his daring tank thrusts and rapid movement, but the many rivers
and obstacles his Third Army encountered crossing Europe required engineers
spearheading his advance. A Combat Engineer with Patton’s Army is the untold
story of Frank Lembo, one of Patton’s men who helped move the American command
in the battle of Argentan in the Normandy Campaign, in the high-speed pursuit
of the German Wehrmacht eastward across France, and in the brutal battles waged
during the Battle of the Bulge and during the final combats along the borders
of the collapsing Reich. Throughout his time in Europe Lembo maintained a
running commentary of his experiences with Betty Craig, his fiancé and future
wife. This extensive correspondence provides a unique eyewitness view of the
life and work of a combat engineer under wartime conditions. As a squad (and
later platoon) leader, Frank and his comrades cleared mines, conducted
reconnaissance behind enemy lines, built bridges, and performed other tasks
necessary to support the movement of the 317th, 318th, and 319th Infantry
Regiments of the Blue Ridge Division—Patton’s workhorses, if not his glamour
boys. Frank wrote about the deadly river crossings at the Moselle, Seille, and
Sauer, all under enemy fire, and of the frustrating pauses when supplies were
diverted. He participated in the mid-December sprint to Luxembourg and the
relief provided at Bastogne during the Bulge, the liberation of concentration
camps once Third Army had charged into Germany, and of their occupation duty in
Bavaria. Frank’s letters go beyond his direct combat experiences to include the
camaraderie among the GIs, living conditions, weather, and the hijinks that
helped keep the constant threat of death at bay. His letters also worked to
reassure Betty with hopeful dreams for their future together. Including dozens
of previously unpublished photographs, A Combat Engineer with Patton’s Army:
The Fight Across Europe with the 80th “Blue Ridge” Division in World War II
offers the rare perspective of what day-to-day warfare at the ground-level
looked like in the European Theater through the eyes of one of the men
spearheading the advance.
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Snow & Steel Peter Caddick-Adams 2014-11-28 Provides an in-depth history of the
Battle of the Bulge, arguing that the German offensive was set to fail from its
launch and precipitated Germany's defeat.
Tank Men Robert Kershaw 2009-04-16 ''I thought Tank Men was a triumph ...it is
a really fine piece of work'' - Richard Holmes ''Some of the eye witness
accounts Kershaw has collected for this comprehensive review of tank warfare
have the power to chill the reader to the bone. This is warfare at the sharp
end'' --NOTTINGHAM EVENING POST The First World War saw the birth of an
extraordinary fighting machine that has fascinated three generations: the tank.
In Tank Men, ex-soldier and military historian Robert Kershaw brings to life
the grime, the grease and the fury of a tank battle through the voices of
ordinary men and women who lived and fought in those fearsome machines. Drawing
on vivid, newly researched personal testimony from the crucial battles of the
First and Second World Wars, this is military history at its very best.
United States Tanks and Tank Destroyers of the Second World War Michael Green
2021-12-30 Only after the Nazis invaded Poland and France did the United States
Government authorize mass production of tanks. By the end of the War American
industry had built nearly 90,000 tanks, more than Germany and Great Britain
combined. The first big order in May 1940 was for 365 M2A4 light tanks, the
initial iteration of the Stuart series, with almost 24,000 constructed. The
Stuart series was supplemented by almost 5,000 units of the M24 Chaffee light
tank. There was also the failed M22 Locust light tank intended for airborne
operations. The M4 series of medium tanks, best known as the Sherman, were the
most numerous with some 50,000 in service with not only the American military
but British and other Allied armies. It was not until later in the war that the
M26 Pershing heavy tank was built. Initially the US Army doctrine saw tanks as
primarily for the exploitation role. Later the concept of tank destroyers
evolved to counter large scale German armored offensives. These defensive AFVs
included the half-track-based 75mm Gun Motor Carriage M3 and the full-tracked
M10, M18, and M36. This comprehensive and superbly illustrated book describes
in authoritative detail the characteristics and contribution to victory of
these formidable fighting vehicles.
Hitler’s Tank Killer Hans Seidler 2010-08-19 Sturmgeschtz III was originally
designed as an assault weapon, but as war progressed it was increasingly used
in a defensive role and evolved into an assault gun and tank destroyer. By 1943
its main role was providing anti-tank support to the units in its area of
operation. This consequently led to many StuGs being destroyed in battle.
Nonetheless they were very successful as tank killers and destroyed, among
others, many bunkers, pillboxes and other defenses. While not considered to be
a true tank because it lacked a turret, the gun was mounded directly in the
hull, with a low profile to reduce vehicle heights, and had a limited lateral
traverse of a few degrees in either direction. Thus, the entire vehicle had to
be turned in order to acquire targets. Omitting the turret made production much
simpler and less costly, enabling greater numbers to be built. Most assault
guns were mounted on the chassis of a Panzer III or Panzer IV, with the
resultant model being called either a StuG III or StuG IV respectively. The
StuG was one of the most effective tracked vehicles of World War II, and over
10,000 of them were eventually produced.
Eisenhower's Thorn on the Rhine Nathan N. Prefer 2015-10-19 “The difficult
fighting in the Colmar Pocket is brought to vivid life” in this WWII chronicle
of the Allied 6th Army Group (WWII History). By the fall of 1944, the Western
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Allied forces appeared to be unstoppable. The summer’s Normandy invasion had
driven the Germans out of northern France and most of the Low Countries. In
September, they liberated France’s southern coast with little opposition. Then,
Allied divisions began lining up along the Rhine. While the Americans met a
nasty surprise in the Ardennes, the Germans also held on to the province of
Alsace, maintaining a hard pocket around the city of Colmar. On New Year’s Eve,
they launched Operation Northwind, a counteroffensive that nearly put Allied
forces back on their heels. On January 12, 1945, Eisenhower could only tell
George Marshall that Colmar was “a very bad thorn in our side today.” This is
the story of the Sixth Army Group, a unit that combined US and French forces,
and its unexpectedly bloody and protracted battle for the Colmar Pocket. Amidst
a horrific winter and rough terrain, interspersed by demolished towns, the
Allied Army Group traded blows with the German 19th in a ferocious campaign.
This book informs us fully of the tremendous and costly struggle waged in an
often-neglected sector of World War II’s European Theater.
Death Traps Belton Y. Cooper 2007-12-18 “An important contribution to the
history of World War II . . . I have never before been able to learn so much
about maintenance methods of an armored division, with precise details that
underline the importance of the work, along with descriptions of how the job
was done.”—Russell F. Weigley, author of Eisenhower’s Lieutenants “Cooper saw
more of the war than most junior officers, and he writes about it better than
almost anyone. . . . His stories are vivid, enlightening, full of life—and of
pain, sorrow, horror, and triumph.”—Stephen E. Ambrose, from his Foreword “In a
down-to-earth style, Death Traps tells the compelling story of one man’s
assignment to the famous 3rd Armored Division that spearheaded the American
advance from Normandy into Germany. Cooper served as an ordnance officer with
the forward elements and was responsible for coordinating the recovery and
repair of damaged American tanks. This was a dangerous job that often required
him to travel alone through enemy territory, and the author recalls his service
with pride, downplaying his role in the vast effort that kept the American
forces well equipped and supplied. . . . [Readers] will be left with an
indelible impression of the importance of the support troops and how dependent
combat forces were on them.”—Library Journal “As an alumnus of the 3rd, I
eagerly awaited this book’s coming out since I heard of its release . . . and
the wait and the book have both been worth it. . . . Cooper is a very polished
writer, and the book is very readable. But there is a certain quality of ‘you
are there’ many other memoirs do not seem to have. . . . Nothing in recent
times—ridgerunning in Korea, firebases in Vietnam, or even the one hundred
hours of Desert Storm—pressed the ingenuity and resolve of American troops . .
. like WWII. This book lays it out better than any other recent effort, and
should be part of the library of any contemporary warrior.”—Stephen Sewell,
Armor Magazine “Cooper’s writing and recall of harrowing events is superb and
engrossing. Highly recommended.”—Robert A. Lynn, The Stars and Stripes “This
detailed story will become a classic of WWII history and required reading for
anyone interested in armored warfare.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“[Death Traps] fills a critical gap in WWII literature. . . . It’s a truly
unique and valuable work.”—G.I. Journal
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